
istance learning has real limits 
emember mail-order college degrees adver
tised on matchbook covers? This was an easy 
but often discredited method of accessing 

igher education . Unfortunately, it also gave 
e public its first taste of distance learning. 

· .. Course work through the mail did have two advan-
.. ges: It was convenient and it was cheap. For the non
;-iaditional student who followed the lesson plan , read 
_.,, e books and took the tests honestly , it was a legiti-

te learning experience. 
, Now, higher education is taking the technological 

_ _.· leap to the Internet. Is thi s progress or a big mistake ? 
·Are we helping students in remote areas to gain 

. ~needed skills on a more cost-effective basis? Or is 
- ~ this simply a fad designed to hype enrollments with 

inferior courses? 
The University of Maine is probably the institution 

that has the longest and most intense experience with 
··distance learning . Maine , because of its sparse popula-
. jjon, thought distance learning would be valuable in 
~:improving student access to institutions of higher educa-
tion. The state made substantial investments in video 

: conferencing and courses on video tape. The reaction 
·~: from the marketplace , particularly from nontraditional 

students such as single parents and working people, has 
: . _been enthusiastic. Enrollment has been strong. 

Another positive example: Colorado Mountain Col-
. ·!ege's video teaching system. High-quality instruction 
·!S beamed to two-way video conferencing sites in 
. mote mountain towns . 
~ The view from some parts of the faculty, however, 
,ccording to The Chronicle of Higher Education, is 
'mixed. Faculty members ask legitimate questions: Is a 
course delivered not in a classroom but by television 
academically inferior? Can students get a solid educa
Jional experience exchisively through remote learning 

· with the benefits of interaction with caring, supportive, 
pientoring professors? 
· Distance learning may work well for courses with 

__ rtain content, such as statistics or accounting. But · 
hat about courses that require reflection, conversation 

.· d intellectual dialogue? And, most important, how 
!!oes a professor really know students and their needs? 
, oes distance learning reduce teaching to blind recita
Jion of the syllabus? How can the re~ponsible faculty 
-ember have a sense of what is being received by stu

~nts? Part of the joy of teaching is seeing the intellec
- l light tum on when a student grasps the essential 

idea of a course and gives the professor the satisfact ion 
of saying to himself or herself: "Yes, they've got it!" 

Social critic Marshall McLuhan noted in the 1960s 
that "the medium is the message:' Is the mes sage of 
distance learning that one does not need face-to-face 
conversation to le:im? Tha t human interchange is less 
important than simply the dry facts? 

Convenience , accessibility and cost-efficient pro
gramming of curriculum are virtues higher education 
has tended to ignore . Nonetheless , ·perhaps higher edu
cation does not have to be - and even should not be 
- as efficient as getting a fast-food meal or channel 
surfing for entertainment. 

Western states have known this and, historically , have 
invested heavily in local , four-year institutions and 
many community colleges. It is not difficult for even 
the smallest population centers to be with in a relatively 
short commute to some form of higher education. 

Nonetheless, western governors actively are push
ing the concept of a Western Virtual University. 
These political leaders are frustrated by academic 
inertia and plodding reaction to marketplace 

· demands . They note the competition from the private 
sector such as Jones Cable's education channel and 
the University of Phoenix. 

In the drive for providing universal access to higher 
education , supporters of distance learning need to 
remember the inherent values that higher education 
should communicate, and the difficulty of packaging 
an entire degree program on television. Television can-
not easily substitute for first-person learning. · 

Traditional higher education for many technical and 
liberal-arts degrees should be slower paced and con- · 
ducted in person. The pedagogic relationship has inher
ep.t value. But designers need to be keenly aware that 
technology has inherent limits that cannot be over
looked. Distance learning must not sacrifice learning 
in order to overcome distance. -
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